Frequently Asked Questions on Roof top gardening

All the answers to questions about roof/terrace gardening

Find all the answers without having to worry anymore ....

1. What is terrace gardening or roof gardening?

On the floor of our house, plants, twines, flower, fruits are cultivated. It might be roof, terrace or balcony. Instead of garden around the house the plants transferred to the floor. No requirements to bought new land, use of existing roof or floor for gardening is appreciable.

2. Where we can do roof gardening?

Apartments, single-storey houses, office premises, storage warehouses, and even set up a few factories.

3. What to do mainly before setting terrace garden?

Roof will be used as a terrace of a house. Water Proof with appropriate water proof floor devoid from the leak and bleed for enough waiting.

4. What is the impact of the plants or roots to the building or roofs?

Plants with roots (trees) are dangerous. They will able to penetrate the wall with power of the roots of the best foil. As it seeds fell on floor by bird or natural should be removed carefully to escalate.

5. What vegetables should be grown in particular months?

January: (Dec, Jan): Eggplant, Chili, Bittergourd, Tomatoes, pumpkin, Radishes, Greens.
February: (Jan, Feb): Eggplant, Tomato, Chili, Bitter gourd, Bhendi, Cluster bean, Ribbedgourd, Greens.
March: (Feb, Mar): Bhendi, Bitter gourd, Tomatoes, Ribbed gourd.
April: (Mar, Apr): Plant drumstick, Cluster bean, Bhendi.
June: (May, Jun): Eggplant, Tomato, Pumpkin, Spinach, Bhendi.
July: (Jun, Jul): Chili, Bitter gourd, Pumpkin, Ribbed gourd, Radish, Bhendi, Cluster, Tomatoes.
August: (Jul, Aug): Radish, Ribbed gourd, Bitter gourd, Chili, Bhendi.
September: (August, September) Moringa, Eggplant, Radish, Spinach, Ribbed gourd, Pumpkin.
October: (September, October) Moringa, Eggplant, Radish.
November: (Oct, Nov), Eggplant, Tomato, Radish, Pumpkin.
December: (Nov, Dec), Eggplant, Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Radish, Chili And Vegetables Are Grown.

6. What we have to do before set the garden floor?

Please keep collecting the necessary materials.

Grow Bags or pot or plant bag, sand, coconut coirpith, Vermi compost, soil, bio-fertilizers to neem, lawn sprinkler, sprayer, pancakavya. 2. Step sticks, gravel, stone, plastic thread, scissors, neem oil (Azadiractin).

Tomatoes, Chilli, Brinjal etc. Lettuce, Vine varieties of seed, Bitter gourd, Pumpkin, Ribbed gourd. Flower plants, Orchids, Hibiscus, Oleanders, Rose.

Set the drip irrigation facility and Equipment

Water stopper engaging in the ground floor and beat the white water proof paint.

Small gravel stone in front of the bag will keep have the advantage of having its top vent.

7. Traditional landrace seeds i.e. the vegetable seeds are available?

Please contact 7299428570.

Price of a set consisting of 19 varieties of seed is Rs. 200.

Plant beans, Bitter gourd, Lettuce, Radish, Cluster, Red spinach, Coriander, Chili, Small lettuce, Tomato, Lettuce, Small Snake gourd, Chopped lettuce, Eggplant, Ladies finger

8. How to begin planting in the terrace garden?

It's very simple ... 1) Have a good graded pots (re-use of existing ones, as if seeking a new one can reduce garbage) taken. Please set up a chasm of the large volume of water to go
. 2) The soil, compost trash, sand (a) of coir, taken in equal amounts to all of the vermicompost. 3) filled with a mixture of water and pour this into the vent stuffed with a mixture of soil and ensure non leakage.

9. What kind of tank can be used?

The size, form, material that does nothing. So plastic, jar, metal, ceramic and had no problem in any sense. Does the desire to maintain the landscaping for you? Even better used thrown plastic bottles (cola, water), the Aerosol to bakeries, socks, coconut shells, broken bucket, crushing household objects of the above !!

10. What plants can do?

The requirement to begin our cooking. Familiar to us with relatively little confidence favorite vegetable plants (lemon, drumstick, bhendi, tomatoes), fruits (banana, pomegranate), etc. can be cultivated. All the days in the year, resulting in the additional benefit of these pieces.

11. How much vegetable / fruit from my garden?

1X1 pieces from the floor 25 to 50 kilo grams (kg) a year to receive about six. The farm experience necessary? ... You do not necessarily have to be only interested !!! Hands should be washed without being boring.

12. Because what is the point?

1) to make a gift of our time with useful ... 2) Our house six to eight degrees lower temperature acts as a natural AC. 3) building, both in summer and winter kept seperately. 4) Chemical-free, nutritious, fresh food provides. 5) that is a good exercise for our body and strengthen fitness. 6) provides clean air. 7) to reduce noise impact caused by the species of birds will go extinct pilgrim gives us with the house. How much time is it needed? A week to ten days may be required to start. Nut plants start to grow like a month. Plants grow in our garden once a day is enough money in the celavittale time. And therein exercise, breathing exercise (clean air) and everything will be contained
13. **The cost of a Gardens?**

Gardening can cum around spend 5000 rupees. In the seeds, plants, fertilizer, nutrient and micro nutrient mixtures, nutrient rich soils, pots, includes everything. To exaggerate a little bit better start. When the plants emerge in your labor costs, you will be happy to take pride in counting. Definitely cost you, more than the fruits of labor will give the green wealth.

14. **Weather any pesticide required?**

Kitchen wastes and Panch Kavyam are enough to protect plants from insects.

15. **Protection of household plants**

During winter season in the winter generally watering plants per day is enough.
It was continued to dig the soil around the plants rather than irrigating water regularly, which is not useful to the plants.
Neem oil is used to protect plants using neem spray to control insect once a month for all types of plants.
Dried neem leaves powder must be stored. This step serves as fertilizer and pesticide.
Developed a three-year-old plants have to put a hold natural fertilizer once a month.
Plants need fertilizer twice for two years.
Similarly potted plants also manured regularly for the same way that plants are growing steadily.

16. **Care on indoor plants**

House (Indoor Plant) grown plants use less water even spraying is enough than water-impregnation. Once a week plants are exposed to sunlight in the outside or balcony for moderate solar light exposure. The soil under the plant must peck and dig out. If stem plants, only to let the water to be given in the bottom part of the trunk.

17. **Ready for my home vegetable garden**

Vegetable garden terrace set in my household. Use the mixture to grow the plant - man waste composted coir Vermicompost + Well decomposed coirpith+ + Sand Gravel. greeens, lettuce, tomato, chilli, etc., express its growth.
18. Where can place the plants?

In balcony, on the terrace, why .. even on the margins of the window place the pots and plants can be grown. Arrive at the two corners of the walls in the kitchens place the marble, stones in shelves like granite stones, place the pots inside very light troughs. Coriander, dill, it depends if we grown greens patterns are pretty good appearance.

19. Cans, bottles and dappas and a little bit down from its short mouth cut gives flower pot. Fill the pot with soil and planting the plants in this little and big sizes at scale. Large size cans, vegetables, etc. could plant leaves. Small roses, mint, coriander, decoration flowers are grown in water bottle is enough. Pouring water in the house plants, flowers, vegetables is a good habit to children
* Neem, guava, pomegranate trees around your house as if you develop them later in life, but you will get many benefits.
* Vegetables are rich in nutrients.
* Since you brought up the plants, so the results will give you extreme satisfaction

20. Soil is prime why?

Soil is the prime thing to note in the house garden. Should not take soil from anywhere. Cobblers, and Sand with a mixture of bone meal, Calcium sulphate, neem cake are mixed and applied in pots used for natural decomposition.

21. Ponnankanni spinach

Ponnankanni spinach can be a lot more nutritious. Spinach is very good eye sight. Green, pink complete the greens in diet. Plucked from the plant will grow lettuce from holding a stick. You can take when you want to cut to the desired size. After leaving the spruce will grow. Insect on the leaf of lettuce and a small corrosion hole in spinach small drop falls. When the water gets faster by hitting a water on the plant has been in control of the issue.

22. Corriander

Similar to mint coriander also has a lot of medicinal value. So that we do not use parsley greens. In coriander chutney, rice can. Sprinkle with coriander and little from the entire kitchen is enough. Will flourish. As well as adults and can be robbed. Before flowering good snatch. Proper spacing to
plants, the sand filled rack, coriander seeds 1/4 inch deep, the line spacing sown, watered, to develop and put in place adequate sunlight is available.

23. Which plants are suitable for indoor gardening?

Alamanta, antikonan, aristolokiya, Manoranjitham asparakas, piknoniya, Dried Flower, perantai, Parrot Conch puspam Mattis, paikas load Ivy are plants grown as house plants.

Hibiscus plant
Want to plant flowers in the garden throughout the year, it would be ideal to plant hibiscus. The maintenance is very easy hibiscus plant. Variety in hibiscus everyone knows it or not, but in different colors in a way that strikes the eye is the hibiscus. They have all the same, some are different in shape and size of hibiscus flowers. One unique thing about this particular hibiscus plant, the flower withers the leaves of the plant at different times, the same holding.

24. Tips for Plant, flag, tree growers

1. Salt water should not be left to the plants.
2. Specifically in pots plant growers are using one and a half feet repeatedly in wood and cement plants for planting to be comfortable. Pots of red soil, sand, manure and mix well and to be applied.
3. Plants were irrigated in the morning and evening. After the plants are grown with natural fertilizers in the growing of vegetables, the taste is very good with the quality.
4. Tomatoes, Okra, Indian spinach, Chili paste and vegetable plants such as tea, egg shell, composted vegetable waste can be composted leaves interspersed.
5. Curry leaf plant leaves dry up and drop quickly spreading, if not plucked up the space for developing.
6. If you put Lemon tree thrives piece of fish waste will dried.
7. In house garden guava, mango, sapota blooming flowers in the first year remove the leaves induce flowering.

25. How to prepare manures from available waste in home and prepare insecticide?

"A foot in width and height in the tank, put uncooked waste, compostable waste brewed yoghurt mixed with water and sprayed ... start, manure will be
ready in a month. Leaves fall from the trees and Transplantation, ceremony flowers used at home as most of the waste.

Use.

The depth and breadth of a blow to the pit dug, the soil is available, kuliyaic anaipe need to build around. Then, put waste in the pit. He took the feed, the plants will have grown nuts. Available daily volume of waste, depending on one or more holes. Banana and grapes in a bowl as much as a kilo and a kilo of the fruit of the waste consists of sugar, mixed well and pour 5 liters of water should be brought to fifteen days. Then, will get a wonderful tonic. Plants will sprinkles, developing excellent.

On the floor of a small house can grow up to 30 plants.

We put in Grow bag with cocopeat entirely, along with the natural fertilizer grown slightly. Pot mixture consists of 2 parts redsand 1 part sand, 1 part compost to the mix can be cultivated. It's better on the floor gardening with cocopeat. It would not be overweight. Likewise growbag geotextile material exiting the water to be used without affecting the base

If you wanted to see the terrace garden definitely come to my home without hesitation.

Thanks

Mr. Madhu Balan
9751506521
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